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ABSTRACT

A mutant of a program P ls a program M whlch ls derived from P by making

same weII-defined siropIe change In P. SOme 1nltial lnvestigatlons in the

area of autoroatically detecting equlvalent mutants of a program are
presented. The idea ls based on the observation that compiler
optlmlzation can be considered a process of alterlng a program to an

equlvalent but more efficient mutant of the program. Thus, the inverse

of compller optimization techniques can be seen as, in essence,
equivalent mutatulon detectors.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

A mutant of a program P 15 defined as a program pl derived from P by

making one ot a set of carefully defined syntactic changes in P. Typical

changes include replacing one arithmetic operator by another, one

statement by another, and sa forth. Program mutation has been used by

DeMil1o, Lipton and Sayward as the basis for an interactive program

testing system [2]. The theory behind thls system 15 that a set of test

data T adequately tests a program P if alI mutants of P are distlnguished

from P by either failing to produce auy result or producing a different

result for same element of T. On ~he other hand. lf a mutant performs

ldentically to P then either T does not fully test the program and

further C8ses must be developed, or the mutant la equlvalent to P.

Obviously It ls impossible to develop test data that distinguish between
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equiv~lent fo~s of the same program, and thus it is deslrable that

equivalent mutants be exeluded from the testing process. Unfortunately,

user recognition of equivalent mutants has proven to he a difficult and

tedious task. Thus it is important that the system aid the user by

either automatically deteeting equivalent mutants or by pas ing questions

which provide lnsights on how to do sa.

Dur goal is to develop heuristies by whieh equivalent mutants ean be

reeognized. The heuristies are primarily derived from techniques used to

optimize compiler code, since the process of optimizing compiler eode esn

be thought of as producing a series of mutants which are equivalent to

the original program. It is thus expected that same of the tests

developed to determine when an optlmlzatlon ls equivalence preservlng ean

be applied to determine when a mutation ls equivalence preserving.

Once a body of heuristics has been developed to detect equivalence

of mutants it will be possible to develop a program to actually recognize

them in a program testing system. This system will probably be very

similar to the optimization phase of a compiler. It will generate same

representation of each mutant which ean be easily manipulated and apply

the heur1stics described below to determlne 1f it 1s equivalent to the

original. If sa then the mutant will be flagged as equivalent and will

be exeluded from future testing runs.

2.0 PROGR.AJ1 HUTATION

~~ deiined above a mutant ot a program is a second progra~ derived

from the first throURh ~arefully aef1ned synta~ti~ transformations.

rrogram mutat10n 1s the process of forming mutanta from an input program.

i

I
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!he wark described hece ls intended to find ways of determinlng

eaulvalence of mutants derived as part of a process for testing FORTRAN

FORTRAN. The mutations of lnterest are descrlbed below:

are chosen so as to duplicate as closely as possible the mistakes whlch 8

good programmer might make in coding a FORTRAN program. Thus many of the

R2placement of A Constant

of one constant 1n the

the progra.m.
appeara in some other

Replacement of a scalar

Source Constant Replacement: Replacement
program with some other constant found 1n
Ex: A-3 becomes A-l where the constant 1
stateTllent.

Array Reference for Constant Replacement:

with an a.rray reference.
Ex: A=l hecomes A-B(l).

Array Reference for Scalar Replacement:
reference with an array reference •.
Ex: A=B becomes A~(l).

mutanta involved. such as DO-Ioop end replacement, are speclf1c to

programs on the EXPER [4] testing system. The mutatlons made by EXPER

l. Constant Replacement: Replacement of a constant, C, with C+I or C-l.
~x: A=l becomes A=O.

3. Scalar for Constant Replacement: Replacement of a constant with some
scalar variable

Ex: A.2 hecomes AaB.

2. Scalar Replacement: Replacement of one scalar by another.
Ex: A-B becomes A=C.

4. Constant for Scalar Replacement: Replacement of some scalar varlable
wf th a constant.

Ex: A=B becomes A=2.

5.

7.

6.

Scalar for Array Reference R@placemenr: Replacemenr ~f an array
r~f@~ence wirh a refe~eance to a scalar.
Ex: A-B(l) b~~om@QA-C.

Congt~nt for A~r4y Refer8llCQ Rep14ccm~nt; Repln~~ment of an array
reference Yith a ~on8tanta

Exz A-U(l) becom~s A-J.

8.

9.

10.

Comparable Array Name Replacement:

array with a reference to the same
same size and shape.

Ex: AsB(1.3) becomes A-XC1,3).

Replacement of a reference to one
element of another array of the ••

--
K\ '
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11. Array R~{erence for Array Reference Replacement: Replacement of one
array reference by another.

Ex: ADB(l) becornes A~C(2).

12. Dnary Operator Insertion: Insertion of one of the unary operatora
I (absolute value), - (negat1on), ++ (1ncrement by 1) or

-- (decrement by l) in front of sny data reference.
Ex: A-B becomes A~-B.

13. Arithmetic Operator Replacement: Repla~ement of one ar1thmetie

operator (+,-,*,1,**) with another.
Ex; A=B+C becomes A=B-C.

14. Relational Operator Replacement: Replacement of one relst10nal

operator (.EQ.).LE.,.GE •••LT.,.GT •••~~.) with another.
Ex; IF(A.EQ.B) GOTO l becomes IF(A.NE.B) GOTO l.

15. Logical Connector Replacement: RepIacement of one logical connector

(.AND.,.OR.) with the other.
Ex; A.AND.B becomes A.OR.B.

16. Unary Operator Removal: Dclet10n of any unary operator.
Ex: A~fB becomes A=B.

17. Statement Analysis: Replacement of any statment with a trap

statement whose execution causes 1mmed1ate failure af the program.
Ex: Goro 2 becomes CALL TRAP.

18. Statement Deletlon: Removal of any statement.
Ex: GOTO 2 1s removed. i.e. becomes CONTI~~E.

19. Return Statement Replacement: Replacement of any statement by a
RETURN 8tat~ment.
Ex: A-O b~~omes RETURN.

~o. Goto Statement Replacement: Replacement of any GOTO 5tatement w1th a
GOTO to a different label.

Ex: GOTO l becomes GOTO 3.

21. DO Statement End Replacement: Replacement of the end label in a DO
statement with some other label.

Ex: DO 2 1~1,10 becomes DO l 1=1,10.

22. Data Statement Alteration: Changing the values assigned by a DATA
statement.

Ex: DATA A 121 be~omes DATA A /1/.

23. Unary Operator Replacement: R~placgmcnt of one una~y operator by
anorher.

Ex~ A-ID b~come~ A-++B.

-~ ..
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lIGaTa Statement Replacement" has been appIied:

involved are sa siropIe and we!1 deflned. Unfortunately this is not the

GOTO l

Pl
STOP

P2
STOP

GOTO 2
Pl
STOP

P2
STOP

1

2

l
2

whlch are equivalent to the original program. For instance, rep1acing

A=O with Ag!O does not ~hange a program. It might be hoped that

detectlon of equivalent mutanta would be easy. since the mutations

Obviously some of the mutations described ahove ~an produce mutanta

primltive recurslve functions we can show that the equlvalence of mutants

case. It 1s easily shown that the general problem of determining the

equlvalence of two primitive recursive functions 1s undecidable [l). If

we let Pl and P2 be FORTRAN routlnes corresponding to two arbitrary

1s undec1dabIe. Consider the fo110wing program to which the mutation

equivalent. Since the equivalence of Pl and P2 is undecldable. the

The resulting mutant looks llke:

equivalence of the mutant and original program s must also be undecidable.

Pla1nly these programs are equ1valent 1f and oo1y if Pl and P2 are

The easiest way to show that two programs are not equivalent 1s to

flnd SOrne input on Which they produce different output5. This 1s the

ba~ic funct10n of EXPER as a program testing tool. and thus many mutants

do not n~~d to be tested for equivalence. At any g1ven stage those

mut~nto whi~h ptoduc@ the S3m~ output as the orlginal program on alI test

•••
lit.
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data are cal led live mutants. Obviously it is onIy the live mutants to

which sophisticated equivalence testa must be appl1ed at alI. Since the

equivalence problem for program mutanta ls undecidable, any eau1valence

testing process will not always be able to detect alI equivalent mutants.

Thus the finaI decision about whether a mutant ls equivalent to the

original program might have to be left to the user. The goa1 of the

testing proees8 should be to make one of three decisions about any

mutant:

l. It ls definitely equivalent to the original program.

2. It might be equivalent to the origlnal program, but the informatlon
needed to make this determlnation is not completely aval1able. The

system shouId identify the needed information and ask the user to

supply it.

3. Nane of the known tests are able to determine Whether the mutant and

the orjginal are equivalent. The system is unable to help the user
at alI.

3.0 OPTIHIZATTON TECHNIgUES

Almost alI of the techniques used in optlmlzing compiler eode can be

applied in some way to decide whether a mutant ls equivalent to the

origlnal program. Same are useful only in very Iimited sets of

sltuations. whereas others can be applied to many types of mutation. AlI

the technlques dlscussed below eso be applied widely enough that it would

be worthwhile to 1mplement them ln an actual equivalence tester.

Th~ ~as1e5t way to 1mplement these technlques 1s in conjun~ticn with

l
IiI
l

a flaw graph of the program bc1ng mutated. A flow graph ls a d1rected

g4aph in whlch cach node represents a statement ar graup of statements

through whlch program controi flows l1nearly (basic blocks). Tbus any
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node ln the flow graph represents a fragment of code which is entered

only at the firat statement of the block and exlted only from the last.

Furthermore there are no loop8 ar branches within the node. The edges of

the flow graph represent branches withln the program from one basic block

to another. Efficient algorithms exist for generating flow graphs from

programs, for instance the process outlined by. Schaefer ([5}, pages

12-20). Thus it ls reasonable to expect such a representation to be

aval1able to the equ1valence tester. Furthermore, slnce mutanta are sa

si~llar to the program from which they are derived, it will be easy to

derive the flaw graph of the mutant directly frOQ the flow graph of the

original 1n most cases. In the dlscusslon below it ls assumed that the

equlvalence tester can examine programs at the statement and token level;

whether these entlties are indlvidual nodes ln the flow graph or packed

many per node ls lrrelevant.

The various optimization techniques which seem applicable to testing

mutant equivalence are listed below.

3.1 Constant propagation

Constant propagation involves replacing expresslons lnvolvlng

constants with other constants to eliminate run-time evaluation.

Generally the compiler keeps track as far as possible of the value of

each variable throughout the program. At any point where an expression

1nvolves only v3riables whoSQ valu~s are known the result of the

e~pre55!Dn can b~ eomputed at co~pile time and placed in the program as a

new constant. Thus thls optimizatlon applied to the code fragment

A-l

B~
C-A+B
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would produce the equivalent code

An elegant scheme for global program analysis 15 given by KildalI

[3J. This sc~eme associates with each statement of the program a pool of

data which are belng propagated through the program. Such data pools can

be used for constant propagation by letting the elements of the pooI be

ordered paira whose flrst element represents a varlable and whose second

element represents a value. Other appllcatlons of this approach to

program analysis are discussed below. Thls scheme ls ldeally suited to

the needs of an equlvalence tester.

3.2 Invariant Propagatlon

Invarlant propagatlon ls slmllar to constant propagation in that it

lnvolves associating with each statement oi theprogram a set of

lnvarlant relatlonships between data elements. For instancet invariant

propagation will note such thing~ about a program as "X<O" or "B-l". As

indicated by che last example constant propagation i5 a speclal case of

lnvarlant propagatlon. This technlque ls of limited use in compllerst

but ls very powerful for detecting eauivalent mutants.

Invarlant propagatlon can be lmplemented using KildallIs scheme for

constant propagatlon by replacing the varlable and value palra wlth

tripIes of the form <objecr)t (relat1on>, (objeet). Each <objeet>

~ep~esents elther a var1able or constantt and <relation) ls one of the

alg~bralc relat10ns <, >, ., ~t ~t or <>. !he only dlff1culty ls that an

lnvarlant propagation algorlthm should be able to replace a strong
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relationship with a weaker one (Le. replace "A-l" with "A~l"). !he

propagation algorithm should aIso be able to apply transitivity to deduce

relat10nships Buch as l'A<O" from the relationships IlA<BIl and "B<O".

3.3 Common Subexpression Elimination

One of the optimizations frequently performed by compilers 19 to

recognlze subexpressions which occur many times but only need to be

evaluated once. For instance. in the code fragment

A-X+Y
B-X+Y+Z

The expression "X+Y" ls evaluated twa times. The common subexpression

can be el!minated by evaluating it once and assignlng the result to a

temporary variable T. ylelding:

T-X+Y

A=T
B=T+Z

Kildali [3] demonstrates hol.'his scheme for global analysis can be

applled to common subexpression elimination. In this appllcatlon the

data pools are sets of expressions which are partitloned into equlvalence

classes such that alI expresslons In equivalence class E have the same

value. Thus the example above mlght have sets as .shown belm" • where "I Il

divides equivalence classes: (Note the additlon of a CONTINUE statement

to show the set after the assignment to B.)

·K

•

ill
M1.,..-

Il-•••
•

Note that the algor1thm deserib~d by Kildall &en@rates equ1valent

A-X+Y
S-X+'t+Z

CONTINUE

{ }
{A,X+Y}

{A,X+Y I B.X+Y+Z.A+Z}

••
••
••



expresslons which are not used ln the program, Buch as A+Z in the same

partition as X+Y+Z above. This feature allows the widest posslble range

of equivalent expressions to be recognized.

3.4 Recognition of Loop Invariants

A common optlmizing technique removes code from inside loops lf the

execution of that code doea not depend on the iteration of the loop.

Thus a loop of the form

DO l 1=1, 10
A(I)=O

l B=O

would be replaced by

DO l 1=1, 10
l A(I)=O

B'" O

Slnce many of EXPER's mutatlons change the boundaries of loops,

technlques for re~ognlz1ng when code csn be removed from a loop csn be

useful in detecting equivalenees. Condltlons for detecting operations

which ean be removed fram loops are g1ven by Schaefer ([5), pages

122-134).

3.5 Hoisting and Sinking

Hoisting and sinking are related to removal of code from loops in

that they lnvolve moving code which would be repeated several times to a

place wh~r~ it w~ll oDly be exccuted on~e. Thus the code fragment

I,

I
i

l
2

IF(A.EQ.O) Goro l
c-o
B-2
GOTO 2

C>=l

n-2
etc.



eould be replaced by

B=2

IF{A.EQ.O) GOrO l
C=o

Goro 2

l C=l
2 etc.

Here the ass1gnment B=2 has been hoisted to a position before the

eondltionally executed part of the program. S1milarly slnking 1nvolves

moving eode to a position after same set of blocks. Mathematlcal rules

for detecting the feasibillty of hoisting or slnking are given on pages

115-119 of Schaefer [5).

3.6 Dead Code Detection

Dead code deteetion 1nvolves the identificatlon of sections of a

program whlch will either never be executed or whose execution 1s

irrelevant. An example of typical dead code is the fragment below, in

which the second assignment to A kiIls the first:

A=B+C

A=O

Sehaefer [5] dlscusses rules for detectlng dead code of this form on

pages 156-161.

Another example oi dead code 1s the case In whlch one or more basic

blocks of a program are not connected to the rest of the flow graph.

Then, as 10ng as there ls only one entrance to the program same section

ls never executed and ean be removed entirely. This case ls not expected

to arise very often in programs written by humans, but mutations may

easily make a large part of a program inacc~s91ble from the entry nade.

ro~ example. consider the following mutant of a program:

•
••••
••!••
.,.---••
Dl-..~••
~
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A=l

RETUR}l

B ""A+2

etc

Here the insertion of the RETURN statement has made everythlng between it

and the next label whlch ls refereneed in a GOTO inaccesible. This type

of dead eode 1s easlly deteeted by examining the tlow graph of the

program in question.

4.0 APPLICATIONS

Each of the above optimization technlques ean be applied to detect

equivalent mutants arlslng from one or more of the mutations applied by

EXPER. Each ls dlscussed helowo

4.1 Constant Propagation

Conatant propagation is most uaeful for detecting cases in which a

mutant 1s not equivalent to the original program. Any mutant wh1ch could

affeet the known value of a variable can be detected inthis fashion.

The mutanta most easily eheeked using thla scheme are those lnvolving

replacement of one data reference with another (Constant Replacement,

Scalar Replacement, Sealar for Gonstant Replacement, Gonstant for Scalar

Replacement. Source Gonstant Replacement. Array Reference for Constant

Replacement, Array Refcrence for Scal ar Replaeement, Array Name

Replacement, Constant for Array Reference Replacement, Scal ar for Array

Rcference Replacement, Array Reference for Array Reference Replacement.

and D8t8 StBtem@nt Alteration). ~quivalen~es whi~h may be dete~ted, but

with lower probab111ty, are those 1nvolv1ng changes to expresS10ns

(Ar1thmetic Operator Replacementt Unary Operator Removal, Unary Operator
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Insertion, and Unary Operator Replacement). lt 18 poss!ble that

••
equivale~ce8 involvlng actual changes to the program flow could be

detected, but it should be much easier to detect these by comparing the

flow graphs.

The mechan1sm for testing equivalence of mutants using constant

propagation ls as folIows: At alI points subsequent to the mutation

compare the constant pools of the or1g1nal program and the mutant. If

they differ it 1s likely (though not certa!n) that the mutant ls not

equivalent to the original program. The following example demonstrates

~hiB form of detection:

OdginalProgram MutantProgram
Code

ConstantsCodeConstants

Alit}

A-2

B-A+2
(A,i)B-A+2(A,2)

etc
(A,I),(B,3)ete(A,2) ,(B,4)

Here a mutation bas replaced the assignment of } to A with an asslgnment

of 2. The change in the program ls reflected in the changed constant

pools following the mutation. Unless the asslgnments to A and B are dead

it is reasonable to assume that the mutation 1s not equivalent to the

original, and to try to develop test data wh!ch substantiate this

assumption.

A firm test of non-equivalence can be made lf one of the output

variabIes appears in the constant pool for a RETURN statement. Then if

the known vaIue of this variable d1ffers between the mutant and orlg1nsl

programs we know that they are not equivalent, since they return

d1fferent values on io@nt1cal inputs. Ohviously this 'est 1s valid only

ff som~ path ex1sts from the entry node of the program belng teated to

the exit In question. Th1s queBtion ~an be resolved through dead code
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detection.

4.2 Invarlant Propagation

As shown above invariant propagation is really a super-set of

constant propagation. and thus it can be used to test alI the sorts of

mu~ants discussed under constant propagation. However sioce a great deal

more informatlon ls carrled by lnvarlant relationships than by equality

to a constant, thls technique ls far more powerful than constant

propagation. It ls partlcularly useful for testing the equivalence of

t
I-

I-

mutants lnvolving unary operators (i.e. Dnary Operator Removal, Unary

Operator Insertion, and Dnary Operator Replacement). In many cases these

operators only affeet an expression lf it has a certain relationship to

O. For example. taking the absolute value of an expression only changes

the program if that expresslon evaluates to a value less than zero;

negating an expresslon does not change anything ff that expression alwaya

evaluates to 0, and 50 forth. These faets ean be used as shown ln the

following example:

I Original
Code

IF(A.LT.O)
B==A

Program
Invariants

GOTO l

A)O

Mutant ProgrBIl1
Code Invarlants

IF(A.LT.O) GOTO l
B"!A A)O

I-

I-

I
•

In this ease the condltional aI10ws us to determine an invariant (A>O),

which in turn aIlows U8 to determine trult the mutant program ls

equivalent to the original, sioce taking the absolute value of a positive

quant1ty 18 a no-op.

The power of lnvarlant propagatlon 1s vastly lncreascd lf the

propagatlon and test1ng algorlthms can take advantage of trans1t1vlty and

replacement of one condltlon by a weaker one. 50th of these features are
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demonstrated below:

l

L
r

l-:
•

••

A-O

A>O,A<5

A>O,A<5,B-A

A>O,A<5.B-A

A>O,A<5.BaA

A>O,A<5,B"=A

A=O

A>O,A<S

A)O,A(S.B-A.C-B

A)O,A(S,B-A,C-B

A>O,A(S,B-A,C-B

A>O.A(5.B=A,C=B

Origlnal Program
Invariants

Mutant Program
Invariants

Cod~
A""O

CONTINUE
l BaA

C-IB

AaA+l

IF(A.LT.5)
GOTO l

Code
A=O

CONTlNUE

l B=A
C-B

A=A+l

IF(A.LT.5)
GOTO 1

Note that the algorithm for generating invariant pools recognizes the

loop in this program and is thus able to determlne an upper bound on A.

Obviously the invar1ants shown assume that no other branches to label l

exist. The relatlon A-D ls replaced with the weaker A>O when the

statement A-A+l 1s detected at the end of the loop. Applylng

transltivity to the mutated pair C-IB and C-B allows us to dec1de that

•I

.' 'L'
o :.

't

There ls one Important feature of EXPER whieh ls useful in

the mutant is equivalent to the original since B=A and A)O.

for which the glven invariants d1d not hold prlor to executing the

InvariantsCode

DIMENSION A(5)
A{J) ••O

Because EXPER eheeks array bounds any program aborts if J ls less than 1

nr greater than ~ in the assignment to A{J). !hus any program or mutant

bounds. Thus the following statements generate the invariant pool shown:

generating invariant pools: EXPER ean perform run-tlme cheeks of array
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assignm~nt would have failed, and thus would obviously not be a correct

program.

4.3 Common Subexpression Elimination

Kildall's equivalence partitions[3] provide an excellent way to

handle mutations in assignment statements. Changing an arithmetic

operator changes the expression placed in the equivalence class of the

variable to which the assignment was made. Similarly. mutations which

change an operand ar destination in an assignment will produce changes in

the equivalence classes following the assignment. Thus comparing

equivalenceclasses can show that the mutant and original differ. As an

example, consider the program and mutant shown below:

{A,B+C}

Original Program

Equivalence ClassesCode

A~B+C
etc.

{A,B-C}

Mutant Program

Equivalence ClassesCode
A=B-C

etc.

Comparing the two sets of equivalence classes shows that A has a

different value in the two programs. As with constant propagation. we

can assume that the mutant ls not equlvalent to the original program, and

that test data should be developed to verify this assumption.

Common subexpression detection can also be used to show that a

mutant is equivalent to the original program. If the mutation has

~hanged part of an expres610n E to E' I but E and E' are in the same

equivalence class. then the mutant ls equivalent to the original program.

The example below demonstrates this situation:



detect us1ng a simpler heuristic such as invariant propagatlon.

include rnore ar less code than 1n the original, recognition af loop

{A,B+C}
{A,B+C.D}

158

{A, B+C}
{A,B+C,D}

Program

Equivalence Classes

Program
Equivalence Classes

Odginal
Code
A=B-H:

D=B+C

X(A+E)=O

Mutant

Code

A=B+C

D=B+C

X(D+E)=O

Many mutatlons change the size of loops. The most obvious of these

program. Note that since the equality of A and D is determined through

mutation (replacing A with D 1n the subscript) did not change the

Since A and D are in the same equivalence class we can conclude that the

assignment of a common expression thls equivalence would be hard to

4.4 Recognition of Loop Invariants

is the DO-Ioop End Replacement operator, although the GOTO Replacement

operator can also alter loops. In cases where a loop has been changed to

invariants can be used to decide whether or not the change 1s

significant. Examination of the flow graphs should make cases in which

loops have changed fa1rly easy to detect; thus it ls easy to dec ide when

to apply these tests. The basic application s1mply involves dec1d1ng

whether ar not the excess code (that 15. the code which does not appear

1n both loops) 1s loop 1nvar1ant. If it is then the expansion (or

contraction) of th~ lccp hag nót chan8ed tha outputs of the program. AD

an example. conslder the following code:

•••
'•
.1Ii



Original Program
DO l 1"'1,10
A(I)=O

1 CONTINUE
2 B-O

159

Mutant Program

DO 2 1=1,10
A(I)-O

1 CONTINUE
2 B-O

The mutation above expanded the DO-loop to include the assignment of O to

B. Since this assignment is loop-invariant it does not matter whether it

ls done 10 times inside the loop or l time outside iti Thus the or1g1nal

and mutant programs are equ1valent.

4.5 Hoisting and S1nk1ng

These tests are used in s1tuat10ns similar to those in which teatlng

of loop-invariants 1s used, exeept that they apply to eases in whlch the

eode skipped or 1ncluded by a branch 15 changed. Candldates for thls

sort of change include GOTO Replaeement and Statement Deletion. In these

eases the mutant and orlginal programs are equlvalent lf the code added

to or removed from a basic block can be ho1sted or sunk out of that

blocko Consider the folIowing example:

Orlginal Program
IF(A.EQ.O) GOTO 1
A=A+l

2B=O
GOTO 3

l B-O

3 ete

Mutant Program

IF(A.EQ.O) GOTO 2
A""A+l

2 B=O

GOTO 3
l B=O

3 ete

In this case B 1s set to zero regardless of whether we do it at 11ne 2 or

line 1. A more compact form ls produeed by ho1sting the assignment to B,

namely

B-O

IF(A.EQ.O) GOTO 3
A-A+l

3 etc

Beeause this hoisting is possible the mutant is equivalent to the
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original program.

Be~ause the code skipped by the statement "COTO 3" can be hoisted

the branch ls unnecessary. Thus the hoisting test will a1so show that

the mutant derived by deletlng this branch ls equivalent to the original

program.

4.6 Dead Code Detection---------
As mentioned above this test ls very important in guaranteeing the

~eliabllity of tests based on lnvariant propagation (including constant

propagation). It can also be used to test the equivalence of same

mutanta in its own right. The equivalences which are most likely to be

detected by this technique are those arising from mutations that aIter

the flow graph in some way. Such mutants include Statement Analysis

(since this mutant replaces any statement with an abnormal exit).

Statement Deletion (if GOTO or RETURN statements are deleted). Return

5tatement Replacement. and GOTO Replacement.

The best way to use dead code detectlon to test mutants of this form

15 to examine the flow graphs of the two programs. If any nade appears

in the mutant which 1s not connected to the rest of the graph it ls

reasonable to expect that the mutant ts not equivalent to the or1ginal~

(The on1y exception being the case in which the disconnected node

consists on1y of dead assignments. This sltuation 1s dlscussed in

general below). An example involving Return Stat~ment Replacement 1s

aho",n b@low:

r
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OdginalProgram MutantProgram
Code

FlowGraphCode FlowGraph--------
--------

A-l
A=l--------B=2
RETURN--------C=3
C=3--------
-------

The RETURN statement has broken the original single nade into 2 nodes

wlth no connectlon between them. Thus one can conclude that since code

which 15 executed in the original program (assuming the node is

accesslble in the first place) is not executed in the mutant, the two are

different.

A sllghtly different appllcatlon of dead code detection lnvolves

making sure that mutated code is not inaccessible or dead in the ftrst

place. If it 15 then the mutant must be equivalent to the orlginal

program. This applicatlon 15 ldentical to the applicatlon In compller

optlm1zatlon where code ls identlfied as dead and excIuded from the final

analysls in testing equlvalence ls shown below:

output. It applies to alI mutant operators. An example of this sort of

Origlnal Program
A=l
A"'B+C

Mutant Program
A=2
A=B+C

Here the first assignment to A is killed by the second assignmeot, and

thus any chaoge to its right-hand side 15 insigolfieant. A more drastlc

example shows lnaccessible code. Aga10, the mutant to code which can

never be executed ls unlmportant.

•

Or1g1nal program
COTO l

A-Zl etc.

MutAnt progrmn
Goro l

A--2l ete
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Some cases in which a mutation has killed a block of code ean be

deteeted by using invariant propagation.

below shows how this can happen:

Orlginal Program
Code Invariants

lF(A.GT.B) GOTO l
FLAGI-.TRUE. A(B

IF(A.LT.B) GOTO 2 A(B
FLAG2=.TRUE. A=B

2 ete A(B

The program fragment shawn

rI
t

'..

i~

Mutant Program
Code Invariants

IF(A.GT.B) GOTO 1
FLAGla.TRUE. A(B

IF(A.LE.B) GOrO 2 A(B
FLAG2=. TRUE.

2 ete A(B

Here the mutation has replaced the test A(B with the test A(B. However,

the lnvarlant pool tells us that A 1s always less than or equal to B, and

thus the braneh will always be taken, and the assignment to FLAG2 ls

dead. Note that without know1ng the relationship between A and B it ls

imposs!ble to determine that thls asslgnment 1s dead.

5.0 AN EQUIVALENCE TESTING POST-PROCESSOR FOR EXPER

The above ideas for determining equivalence can be applied in a

post-processor to EXPER in order to reduce the time spent by the user

dealing with equivalent mutants. This processor should be run after the

mutants have been executed on the test data, sln~e experienee shows that

as many as 90 per cent of the mutanta esn be elim1nated on the first

testing run. Of the remalnlng mutants, those whlch are found by the

post-proeessor to be equivalent are flagged as sueh and the UBer need not

cons!der them further. Only those which are not found to be equivalent

l
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are analyzed by the user to improve his test data. At any point the user

can manually over-ride the post-processor by declaring a live mutant to

be equivalent to the original program or by declaring one that was

thought to be equivalent to be live again.

The anaIysis proceeds much as it would in a compiler, witha few

exceptions which arise due to the faet that we do not neeessarlly want to

produce efficiently optimized code. For instance, it is not important

that we worry about compiler-generated constants, since they can never be

mutated.

The flrst step is to express the original program as a flow graph,

as diseussed above. This step may be dane as part of EXPER's parsing ar

other processing of the program. As each live mutant is tested for

equlvalence to the original program a flow graph 15 generated for it. In

many cases thls flow graph will be isomorphlc to the origlnal 50 that

on1y the contents of one node need to be modlfled. In more complex

eases, where the shape of the flow graph is changed, the mutant's flow

graph can still be derlved from the original. EXPER represents mutants

as a descrlptor record descrihing the change made to the original

program. These records fuIly describe the mutant. and thus allow the

mutant's flaw graph to be derlved wlthout re-generating it from a souree

program.

Just as it 1s expected that mutant flaw graphs can b~ ~ffi~i~ntly

derlved from the orlglnal flow graph, it 1s also expected that the

lnvarlant and common expression pools described above will not have to be

computed for each mutant. Instead, the pools for the origlnal can be

computed at parse time and the mutant's pools derived from them. As j
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suggested abovet many mutations cause a relation to change. U10ve an

express!on from one eauivalence elass to another. or make similarly

11mited changes 1n the pools. These changes can be easily detected using

the descriptor record of the mutant, and can be made as 10cal

modifieations to the pools. Obviously. care will have to be taken that

any side effects ot these local changes are detected, but doing sa should

be signifieantly less expensive than regenerating the entire pooI.

The invariant and common expression pools described above can be

combined into a single pool by replacing the individual variabies or

constants involved in invariant relationships with the equiva1ence class

sets used to recognize common expresslons. Note that uslng thls scheme

the relationships Ilequal toll and "not equal toll do not need to be

explicit1y representedt since lf twa objeets are in the same set they

must be equa1, whereas if they are not in the same set they must be

unequal. If the entire structure of sets and relationships 1s

represented as a directed graph whose nodes eorrespond to sets and whose

edges to relationships (obviously the edges must be labelled as to what

relat1onship) then the problem of applying transitiv1ty becomes one of

s1mply follow1ng either edges 1abelled ')' and '~' ar edges labelled '('

and '(' untl1 either the deslred relatlonsh1p 1s derived ar no edges with

the appropriate labeIs remain. Note that no cycles ean oeeur whieh

1nvolve Buch paths. Assume such a cycle did ex1st, for lnstance a path

us1ng on1y edges marked '(' or '(' from node A to nade B and back to node

A. Sinee a path from A to K ex1sts, transitivity imp11es rhat for any X

1n A and Y in B. X<Y. How~ver. because B path from B to A existR we a190

have the statement Y<X. Because X and Y are in different sets we know

that X 1s not equal to Yt and thus the der1ved relat10nships are

t
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{A.B+c}){D,E+F}
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{A.B+C},{D.E+F}
{A.B+C}<{D,E+F}
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contradictory.

Representing the pools in thls manner allows a great deal of

flexibility in testing equivalenees. The foliowing example shows how

this can happen:

Original Program

Code Invariant & Expression Pool
A=B+C

D=E+F

IF(B+C.LE.D) GOTO l
X(A+G)=O

ete.

Mutant Program

Code Invariant & Expression Pool
A=B+C

D=E+F

IF(B+C.LE.D) GOTO l
X(D+G)"O

etc.

In this example the conditional branch allows a relationship between B+c

and D to be deduced. Because the relationship is then applied to alI

elements equal to either B+c or D we ean eonclude that replacing A with D

in the subscript yields a mutant subseript which is always greater than

the original subscript. This fact suggests that the mutant is not

equivalent to the original.

ance the modifled lnvariant pool deseribed above ls formed it is

used to aid the detection dnd removal of dead code. Once dead code has

been removed the mutant and original are compared to see if they are

ohviously equivalent. If SO. the mutant is placed in the equivalent

mutants pool and not procesed further.

I
.i
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Since dead code ls lrre1evant to the state of the program, removing

i t will not make the lnvariant pools incorrect. However, i t roay be

possib1e that removlng dead code enables invariant conditions to be

strengthened. The followlng example shows how thls can happen:

l
I
I
•

Odginal Program
A=O

IF(C.GT.D) GOTO 2

IF(C.LT.D) GOTO l
A=A+l

1 ete

Mutant Program
A=O

IF(C.GT.D) GOTO 2

IF(C.LE.D) GOTO l
A=A+1

1 etc.

The mutation above ls a case in whlch changing a conditional (C.LT.D

became C.LE.D) kills a block of code. The section of eode killed is the

lncrement of A. Beeause of this inerement the strongest statement that

ean be made about A at label l 15 A)O. Because the lncrement of A 15

dead in the mutant this invariant ean be tightened to A=O, assuming no

other branches to label l exist.

!bose mutants which have not been elimlnated by manipulation of the

flow graphs are then tested for equivalence based on loop invariants or

the possibility of hoisting. Any equivalences thus found are placed 1n

the equlvalent mutants pool. Again, it is often posslble to apply these

tests to the original program at parse time and deduce their re8ults on a

mutant from the mutant' s descriptor record. Ooly rarely will it be

necessary to actua11y test the mutant.

The final phase of the post-proces50r applies the invariant pools

generated in the f1rst phase to actual detect10n of equ1va1ent mutantB.

In this phase many mutant5 may be automatlcally eliminated. especially

~hos@ !nvolving unary cperator5. !hiB 1s a1&0 a convenient place to

provide user int~raction in the equivalence determining process. The

Il•
I

II•
I•
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processar would be driven by a set of rules deseribing sufficlent

cond1tions for eauivalence of a mutant to the original. For lnstance,

there might be a rule concerning absolute values which can be

cenceptualized as "Insertion of absolute value preserves equivalence lf

lts argument ls greater than ar equal to O". When the processar ls

unable to decide whether a ruI e ls applieable by ltself, it turna to the

user for help. This help ls requested by forming a question from the

rule and posing thls questlon to the user. For example, lf an absolute

value operatien has heen inserted in front of a varlable which does not

appear in the lnvariant po o! for that statement the processor could

prompt "Is X always greater than or equal to 07". If the user replles in

the affirmative the mutant ls flagged as equivalent.

6. O REMARKS

It has been shown above how many teehnlques from compiler

optimization can be applied to detect equlvalent mutants of a program.

Several areas remain to be explored however.

In the EXPER system only flrst order mutations are eonsidered

(i.e. mutants coming from one program change), but conceivably some

hlgher order mutants may be worthy of consideration. In many cases the

heuristlcs described here can be extended very easlly to detect

equivalent mutanta of hlgher order. It 15 also true that in many cases

equivalence can be tested transitively, i.e. if program P is equivalent

tO p. and p' 1s equivalent to p" then p 16 equivalent to P". However,

it is often true that 8 high-order mutant can be equivalent to some

program wlthout having intermediate mutants equivalent to either. For

II-
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instance the following program fragments are equivalent:

IF(I.EQ.l) GOTO 1

and

IF(--I.EQ.O) GOTO l

However, nelther ls necessarily equivalent to either of the intermediate

mutants

IF(I.EQ.O) GOTO l

or

IF(--I.EQ.l) GOTO l

Fortunately the problem of equ1valence of high order mutants ls not a

serious problem because of the Coupling Effeet: Test data that screens

out alI first order mutants will sereen out alI higher order mutants [2).

Thus on1y first order mutants need to be considered in evaluating test

data

A more interesting problem involves the detection of equiva1ences

whlch are very d~pendent on the form in whicb the programmer has chosen

to express his algorithm. As an example consider the fragment below

which tests whether or not a number N 1s prime.

IF(N.LE.2) GOTO 3
L=N-l
DO 1 I=2,L
IF(N.EQ.(N/I)*I) GOTO 2l CONIlNUE

3 PRIME:a. TRUE •
RETURN

2 PRIME=.FALSE.

RETURN

It 18 really on1y necessary to let the DO loop run from 2 t~

INT(SQRT(N». The test N.LE.Z means that on1y N greater than Ol"' equal to

3 W111 be used as upper limits for th~ loop. Since INT(SQRT(3»-lt

INT(SQRT(N»~-2. Thus the mutation wh1ch replaces L ~ith --L in this

ll
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loop 1s equivalent to the original. Because the equ1valence of this

mutant 1s 50 closely related to the conceptual nature of the program it

seems very difficult to automatically prove it. This problem might be

solved through the interactive part of the post-processor. Specffically,

it 1s easy to find out where the mutant occurred. and the processor could

simply ask "ls it acceptable for this loop be executed from 2 to L-l?".

Several techniques for detecting equivalent mutants have been

described. These techniques should be capable of finding a significant

number of cases in which a mutant ls equivalent to the original program,

since experience 1nd1cates that most equivalences are very s1mple ones.

Often they involve the insertion of the absolute value operator, a case

that ls particularly easy to detect using invariant propagatlon. More

complex equivalences can be tested interactively with the user. The

questions thus posed should help the user decide whether or not to

manually declare a mutant equivalent to the original program.

Several questions concerning equivalence detection remain open. At

several points in the above discussion it is asserted that the data

needed to determ1ne equivalence (e.g. flow graphs, invariant pools, etc.)

can be derived efficiently from the corresponding data for the original

program and the mutant's descriptor record. While these assertions are

undoubtedly true in many cases, exactly how often remains unknown.

Further experimentation is required in this area, particularly with

r~gard for the followlng Quest1ons:

1. In what fractlon of the cases is it necessary to generate a flow

graph for a mutant fram 6cratch?

2. In what fractlon of the cases 1s it necessary to regenerate the

invariant pools for a mutant?

l·
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3. It ls unllkely that a change to an invariant pooI will affect only
that pool. On the avcragp. how many pools will be affected? How

does the cost of determin1ng all affec ts compare to the cost of
re-computlng the invariant pools?
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